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RATING
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Marginal
Fully Meets

Require-
ments

Exceeds Excellent Unknown

1.   Supervises inmates in order to maintain security and orderly            
     operations of the institution.    

2.   Inspects and operates security equipment in order to                        
    maintain institutions security.

3.   Controls hazardous tools, keys, and other items which could be        
    used to do bodily harm, destroy property, or effect an escape.

4.   Prevents the introduction and usage of contraband.

5.   Reports significant instances of disorder, abnormal
      behavior, and unrest among inmates.

6.   Responds appropriately to emergency situations.

7.   Collects evidence to substantiate institutional or
      criminal violations by inmates.

8.   Controls inmates using the minimum amount of force
      necessary in order to protect life, property and 
      security of the institution.

9.   Enforces the rules and regulations of the institution
      in an impartial manner.

10. Conducts himself/herself, both on and off duty, in a
      manner which creates and maintains respect for the
      Bureau of Prisons.

11.  Writes informative/accurate reports and memos as 
      required.

12. Orally communicates in an effective manner with inmates,
      staff and the general public.

13. Follows custodial policy regarding personal appearance.

14. Accepts instruction, guidance, and constructive
      criticism from experienced personnel.

15. Seeks assistance when needed.

16. Performs adequately after rotation of training
      assignments.

17. Instructs inmates on their rights and responsibilities
      as specified by institution and FPS policy.

18. Orders supplies and equipment necessary to maintain
      inmate care, services, and orderly operation of the
      institution.

19. Resolves disputes by investigating incidents, gathering
      information, and using own judgement and advice from
      superiors.

20. Escorts inmates in accordance with BOP escorted furlough
      policy.

21. Inspects inmate living quarters and work areas to insure
      compliance with safety, security and sanitary
      regulations.

22. Helps to rehabilitate offenders by encouraging them to 
      participate in the appropriate programs.
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